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Abstract
We present an algorithm for the numerical calculation of Taylor states in toroidal and toroidal-
shell geometries using an analytical framework developed for the solution to the time-harmonic
Maxwell equations. Taylor states are a special case of what are known as Beltrami fields, or linear
force-free fields. The scheme of this work relies on the generalized Debye source representation of
Maxwell fields and an integral representation of Beltrami fields which immediately yields a well-
conditioned second-kind integral equation. This integral equation has a unique solution whenever
the Beltrami parameter λ is not a member of a discrete, countable set of resonances which physi-
cally correspond to spontaneous symmetry breaking. Several numerical examples relevant to mag-
netohydrodynamic equilibria calculations are provided. Lastly, our approach easily generalizes to
arbitrary geometries, both bounded and unbounded, and of varying genus.
Keywords: Beltrami field, Beltrami flow, generalized Debye sources, time-harmonic Maxwell’s
equations, plasma physics, electromagnetics, Debye sources, force-free fields, Taylor states, mag-
netohydrodynamics
1 Introduction
A wide range of astrophysical and laboratory plasmas are in force-free equilibria [27, 2, 51, 55] where
the magnetic field B satisfies
(∇× B)× B = 0 (1.1)
This immediately implies that the current density J = (∇× B)/µ0 is parallel to the magnetic field,
i.e. there exists a scalar function λ = λ(x) such that
∇× B = λB. (1.2)
Within the general class of linear force-free equilibria described by (1.2), Taylor states or Woltjer-
Taylor states are particular equilibria for which λ is a spatially uniform constant given by the ratio
of the magnetic energy to the magnetic helicity, see Chapter 11 of [6]. They play a central role in
plasma physics [15, 59, 11, 54, 21, 5, 40, 22] as the natural state resulting from dissipative turbulent
relaxation [55, 50]. Since they satisfy the equation ∇ × B = λB with λ constant, magnetic fields
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Taylor states in toroidal geometries
in Taylor state configurations are a special case of a class of force-free fields called linear Beltrami
fields [3, 7]. Since in this work we will consider λ to be a given input to the solver, we will use the
expressions Taylor state and linear Beltrami field interchangeably for the remainder of this article.
Linear Beltrami fields have been extensively studied mathematically, and their properties are
well understood by now [39, 49, 25, 43, 19]. On the other hand, relatively few numerical solvers
have been developed to compute them in geometries relevant to plasma physics. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, solvers for these problems based on integral equation formulations have never
been constructed despite their desirable properties: access to relatively high-precision derivatives of
the field (via analytic differentiation of the integral representation), low memory requirements (only
the boundary has to be discretized), and overall rapid convergence of the solution (when coupled
with high-order quadrature rules and a fast algorithm, such as a fast multipole method).
We take a moment to justify this claim. One may at first think that Taylor states in axisymmet-
ric toroidal geometries can be viewed as a special class of more general Grad-Shafranov equilib-
ria [32, 52], as was for instance done in [14]. From this point of view, Grad-Shafranov solvers relying
on integral formulations [44, 48] could be used to compute linear Beltrami fields. However, this ap-
proach is not satisfactory for the following reasons. First, a Grad-Shafranov solver would not take
advantage of the particular properties of linear Beltrami fields. Second, certain applications [11, 40]
require the computation of linear Beltrami fields in hollow toroidal shells. Grad-Shafranov solvers
are usually not designed to handle such geometries. Finally, and most importantly, Taylor states in
axisymmetric domains may not be axisymmetric themselves [55]. By definition, the Grad-Shafranov
equation does not apply to these fully three-dimensional, bifurcated states.
The purpose of this article is to present the first integral equation solver for the calculation of
Taylor states in toroidal regions. While preliminary results from this work were given in [25], details
of the actual solver were not provided. A separation of variables numerical solver for the full exte-
rior axisymmetric electromagnetic scattering problem from perfect conductors is discussed in [26],
but this work does not address the computation of interior eigenfunctions nor solve the boundary
value problem with data on the normal components of E, H. We close this gap with the present
work. The integral formulation we present here applies to both toroidally axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric domains, but thus far our numerical solver can only treat the first situation. We will
therefore restrict the description of the numerical solver to that case. Let us stress again that while
the domain is axisymmetric, the Taylor state itself may not be, and the solver we present here can
compute these non-axisymmetric equilibria. As such, it may be applied to the computation of mag-
netohydrodynamic equilibria in spheromaks [29], reversed field pinches [56], and in tokamaks for
start-up scenarios [5] and the study of magnetohydrodynamic instabilities [34, 31].
The mathematically well-posed form of the problem is as follows. We construct numerical solu-
tions to the Beltrami boundary-value problem given by:
∇× B = λB in Ω,
B · n = 0 on Γ,
(1.3)
where λ is a real number given as input to the solver,Ω is an axisymmetric toroidal domain, and Γ =
∂Ω is the (smooth) boundary of the region Ω. Depending on the genus of Γ, additional (topological)
constraints on B must be added in order for (1.3) to be well-posed. For Taylor states in laboratory
plasmas, it is often natural to take these constraints as conditions on the toroidal and poloidal flux
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(a) Poloidal and toroidal directions. (b) Genus-two toroidal shell.
Figure 1: The basic geometry of the toroidal domains relevant to axisymmetric magnetohydrodynamics. The boundary Γ of
the domain is shown in orange shading, while the surfaces St and Sp on which the magnetic fluxes are specified are shown in
gray shading.
of B [55, 40], see Figure 1a. In a genus-two toroidal flux shell (see Figure 1b) two conditions must be
imposed: ∫
St
B · da = Φtor and
∫
Sp
B · da = Φpol, (1.4)
where da = n da, with da being the surface area element and n the oriented normal along the sur-
faces St and Sp. On the other hand, if the toroidal domain is not hollow (genus-one), only one
additional flux condition is necessary. The need for extra conditions (1.4) to ensure well-posedness
stems from the multiply-connectedness of the boundary Γ – namely, the existence of harmonic surface
vector fields on Γ and interior volume λ-Neumann vector fields in Ω [23]. Readers interested in more
details on the well-posedness of the boundary value problem (1.3, 1.4) may read references [43, 25].
Our integral equation formulation is based on the observation that if ∇× B = λB, then the pair
{E, H} = {iB,B} satisfies the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations in vacuum, with λ playing the role
of a wavenumber. Boundary conditions on the normal component of B then correspond to boundary
conditions on the normal components of E and H. This fact, coupled with the symmetry of E and
H, makes it natural to represent B using generalized Debye sources, as in [23, 25]. Application of the
boundary condition in (1.3) and flux constraints (1.4) to the generalized Debye source representation
immediately yields a second-kind integral equation which can be solved with standard techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the link between linear Beltrami
fields and the generalized Debye representation at the heart of our integral equation formulation.
In Sections 3 and 4, we derive the second-kind integral equations for the densities of the vector and
scalar potentials in the generalized Debye representation of the Beltrami field. Section 3 applies to
toroidal regions, while Section 4 applies to hollow toroidal shells. Section 5 describes our numerical
method to compute the solution to the integral equations, and to subsequently evaluate the Beltrami
fields. In Section 6, we illustrate the flexibility and accuracy of our solver with three examples that
are relevant to laboratory plasma experiments, and in Section 7 we summarize our work and discuss
ideas for further development.
2 Beltrami fields and the generalized Debye source representation
In this section, we introduce the generalized Debye source representation of linear Beltrami fields.
The generalized Debye source representation was originally developed for solving time-harmonic
electromagnetic scattering problems from perfect electric conductors and dielectric materials [23, 24],
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but has recently been found to be extremely well-suited for describing force-free fields with spatially
constant Beltrami parameter λ [25]. The representation immediately leads to a well-conditioned
(away from physical interior resonances) second-kind integral equation which can be numerically in-
verted to high-precision. We first present the generalized Debye representation for the time-harmonic
Maxwell equations, and then make the connection with linear Beltrami fields.
2.1 Debye source representation for time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations
In their simplest form, the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations in a region free of charge and current,
are given by:
∇× E = ikH ∇× H = −ikE
∇ · E = 0 ∇ · H = 0,
(2.1)
where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and have been suitably scaled by
the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability so that the equations only depend on a single
parameter, k. The real wavenumber k is proportional to the time-harmonic angular frequency ω, with
k = ω/2pi. Epstein and Greengard have recently developed a new and robust integral representation
for the solution to (2.1) in the exterior of objects with smooth boundaries for the standard perfect
electric conductor homogeneous boundary conditions on E and H [23]:
n× E = 0, n · H = 0. (2.2)
This representation, called the generalized Debye source representation, is a full potential-antipotential
formulation, given by:
E = ikA−∇u−∇×Q,
H = ikQ−∇v +∇× A,
(2.3)
along with the two consistency conditions on the potentials
∇ · A = iku, ∇ ·Q = ikv. (2.4)
In the exterior of a scatterer with smooth closed boundary Γ, the vector and scalar potentials are
constructed as
A(x) =
∫
Γ
eik|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′| j(x
′) da(x′), Q(x) =
∫
Γ
eik|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′| m(x
′) da(x′),
u(x) =
∫
Γ
eik|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′| ρ(x
′) da(x′), v(x) =
∫
Γ
eik|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′| σ(x
′) da(x′),
(2.5)
where da(x′) denotes the surface area differential along Γ at the point x′, and the kernel is the Green’s
function for the Helmholtz equation in three dimensions (Chapter 2 of [46]):
g(x, x′) = e
ik|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′| . (2.6)
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In order for the consistency conditions (2.4) to be satisfied, it must be the case that [23]
∇Γ · j = ikρ, and ∇Γ ·m = ikσ, (2.7)
where ∇Γ · F denotes the intrinsic surface divergence of a tangent vector field F along Γ. When the
scattering object is a perfect conductor, the surface vector fields j, m are written as
j = ik
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ− n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
+ jH
m = ik
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ σ+ n×∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ
)
+mH
= n× j,
(2.8)
and automatically satisfy (2.7). Here ∇Γ is the surface gradient operator, and by ∆−1Γ we denote the
inverse of the surface Laplacian (Laplace-Beltrami operator) along Γ restricted to the class of mean-
zero functions. That is to say, the generalized Debye sources ρ, σ are required to have mean zero, as
well as the functions α = ∆−1Γ ρ and β = ∆
−1
Γ σ. Restricted to the class of mean-zero functions defined
on Γ, the Laplace-Beltrami operator is uniquely invertible [23]. Furthermore, the surface vector fields
jH and mH are harmonic, in the sense that
∇Γ · jH = 0, ∇Γ · n× jH = 0, (2.9)
and likewise for mH . The construction of j, m in (2.8) ensures uniqueness of the underlying repre-
sentation.
This concludes the overview of the generalized Debye source representation that we will use in
the remainder of the paper. More details regarding the simulation of time-harmonic Maxwell fields
using the generalized Debye source approach can be found in [23, 24, 26]. We are now ready to turn
to the problem of interest, namely the construction of an integral representation for linear Beltrami
fields based on the generalized Debye representation. We start by highlighting the link between the
scattering problem discussed above and linear Beltrami fields.
2.2 Generalized Debye representation for linear Beltrami fields
We want to compute, for a given λ ≥ 0, the magnetic field B satisfying
∇× B = λB in Ω,
B · n = 0 on Γ,
(2.10)
where Ω is an axisymmetric toroidal domain, and Γ = ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω. Note that as
stated here, (2.10) does not have a unique solution. For uniqueness, additional constraints must be
imposed on B, which we will take to be constraints on the magnetic flux, as already discussed in
the introduction. We will return to this point in Sections 3 and 4, where we construct the integral
equations used by our solver.
Now, assume that B satisfies (2.10). Then the pair {E,H} given by
E = iB, and H = B. (2.11)
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satisfies Maxwell’s equations (2.1), with λ playing the role of k and the boundary conditions E · n = 0
and H · n = 0 on Γ. Analysis of this interior boundary value problem was done in 1986 by Kress [42],
and later discussed with regard generalized Debye sources and the Beltrami problem in 2015 [25], but
no detailed computations were performed. With this in mind, motivated by the specific relationship
E = iH, the symmetry of the generalized Debye representation provides a natural representation for
the Maxwell pair {E,H}: the vector and scalar potentials must satisfy [24]
A = iQ and u = iv. (2.12)
The relationship above is required for Beltrami fields in the interior or exterior of Γ, otherwise
∇× B = λB is not satisfied. We thus represent our force-free field B as
B = iλQ−∇v + i∇×Q, (2.13)
where Q and v are generalized Debye potentials for boundary conditions associated with the mag-
netic field along a perfect conductor.
We now turn our attention to the particular representation that we will use for Beltrami fields in
the interior of genus-one tori and genus-two toroidal shells, i.e. the exact construction of the surface
vector field m introduced above, following the presentation given in Section 2.1. The expressions for
the case of genus-one tori and of genus-two toroidal shells differ slightly on several occasions, so we
treat each case in a separate section.
3 Beltrami fields in toroidal geometries
In the previous section, the generalized Debye source representation was shown to be a natural way
to represent Beltrami fields because of the inherent symmetry between the electric and magnetic
fields. In this section, we provide the exact construction of the surface vector field m as well as derive
a second-kind integral equation which is uniquely invertible except when the Beltrami parameter λ
is precisely an eigenvalue of the curl operator [25].
As explained in the previous section, in the interior of a genus-one torus we will represent Bel-
trami fields as
B = iλQ−∇v + i∇×Q, (3.1)
where Q and v are vector and scalar potentials, respectively, given by layer potentials along Γ, the
boundary of a toroidal region Ω:
Q(x) =
∫
Γ
g(x, x′)m(x′) da(x′), v(x) =
∫
Γ
g(x, x′) σ(x′) da(x′). (3.2)
In order for B to satisfy Beltrami’s equation (and for the pair {iB, B} to satisfy Maxwell’s equations)
it is necessary that
∇Γ ·m = iλσ. (3.3)
We now provide an explicit construction of m in terms of σ and a harmonic surface vector field mH
such that the representation is unique and leads to an invertible integral equation. To this end, let
us assume that all differential surface operators are oriented with respect to a unit normal vector n
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along Γ which is always assumed to point into the region Ωc, the complement of Ω (i.e. the unit
outward normal). As described in Section 2.1, the surface vector field m given by
m = iλ
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ σ− i n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
+ αmH . (3.4)
is constructed to automatically enforce the consistency condition (3.3) and yield uniqueness in the
resulting integral equation, derived below, in (3.7). The surface vector field mH appearing in expres-
sion (3.4) is a tangential harmonic vector field satisfying the conditions:
∇Γ ·mH = 0, ∇Γ · n×mH = 0,
n×mH = imH .
(3.5)
The constant α appearing in front of mH is a complex number to be determined in the solution of the
Beltrami boundary-value problem. The relationship between n×mH and mH is in fact necessary in
order to ensure uniqueness of the integral representation [25], and is analogous to the relationship
between A and Q in (2.12).
Using this representation for B, it is straightforward to derive a second-kind integral equation
(augmented with flux conditions) for the unknowns σ and α by merely enforcing the local boundary
condition B · n = 0 and global integral constraint. Introducing the single-layer operator S as
S [ f ](x) =
∫
Γ
g(x, x′) f (x′) da(x′), (3.6)
the integral equation and flux condition can be written as
σ
2
+K[σ, α] = 0,∫
St
B(σ, α) · da = Φtor,
(3.7)
where da = n da and with the notation B(σ, α) we highlight the fact that the magnetic field B is a
function of σ and α. In (3.7) the operator K has been used to abbreviate the compact operator
K[σ, α] = iλ n · S [m]− S ′[σ] + i n · ∇ × S [m], (3.8)
where m = m(σ, α) as in (3.4), and S ′ is the normal derivative of the single-layer potential, inter-
preted in the appropriate principal-value sense (Chapter 2 of [18]). The flux condition in system (3.7)
is still not optimal from the point of view of a boundary integral equation because the integration is
being carried out over an additional surface St (depicted in Figure 1b) spanning the cross section of
the toroidal region Ω. Letting ∂St denote the curve bounding this surface, ∂St = Γ ∩ St, we can re-
duce this flux integral to a circulation integral using Stokes’ theorem and the fact that B is a Beltrami
field: ∫
St
B · da =
∫
St
1
λ
(∇× B) · da,
=
1
λ
∫
∂St
B · dl,
(3.9)
where dl denotes the unit arclength differential. For small values of λ, special care must be taken in
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numerically evaluating this integral, as discussed in Section 5 of [24].
We now turn our attention to deriving an analogous representation for Beltrami fields in genus-
two toroidal shells. The only difference with the present situation is the inclusion of an extra surface
harmonic vector field because of the genus of the boundary. For this reason, two integral (flux)
constraints must be enforced to construct a well-posed boundary-value problem, as opposed to the
single condition enforced in this section.
4 Beltrami fields in toroidal shells
In this section, we extend the representation of Beltrami fields introduced in the previous section
to toroidal geometries with genus two. Specifically, we turn our attention to geometries which are
topologically equivalent to that in Figure 1b, which from now on we will refer to as a toroidal shell.
The viability of this extension to geometries whose boundary consists of more than one component
is discussed in [25]. The following discussion makes one minor change in notation from the previous
section: the interior of the genus-two toroidal shell is still given byΩ, however its boundary Γ is now
explicitly given by the union of two disjoint boundaries, Γ = Γout ∪ Γin. The unbounded component
of Ωc is assumed to be bounded by Γout and the bounded component is assumed to be bounded by
Γin. We assume that the unit normal n along Γout points into the unbounded component of Ωc, but
that the unit normal n along Γin points into Ω. This convention may be non-standard, but it treats
each surface as having the same counter-clockwise parameterization and simplifies implementation
details.
The representation for Beltrami fields in Ω given by (3.1) does not change, however the con-
struction of the surface vector field m is altered slightly to account for the disjoint boundaries. In
the genus-two case, the vector field m consists of two components, mout defined along Γout and min
defined along Γin:
m =
iλ
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ σ− i n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
+ αmoutH on Γ
out,
iλ
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ σ+ i n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
+ βminH on Γ
in,
(4.1)
where the harmonic surface vector fields moutH and m
in
H (which are only defined on Γ
out and Γin,
respectively) must satisfy:
n×moutH = imoutH ,
n×minH = −iminH .
(4.2)
The difference in these relationships is due to the fact that the Beltrami field inΩ appears as an exterior
field from the point of view of Γin. As in the previous section, enforcing the boundary conditions
B · n = 0 on Γ,∫
St
B · da = Φtor,
∫
Sp
B · da = Φpol (4.3)
yields an augmented second-kind integral equation for σ, α, and β which is similar to the previous
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Figure 2: A- and B-cycles along a toroidal boundary.
situation:
1
2
σout +K[σ, α, β] = 0, on Γout,
−1
2
σin +K[σ, α, β] = 0, on Γin,∫
St
B(σ, α, β) · da = Φtor,∫
Sp
B(σ, α, β) · da = Φpol,
(4.4)
where we have once more emphasized that the magnetic field B is expressed in terms of σ, α and β
and where we have explicitly shown the dependence on densities σout, σin which are defined along
Γout and Γin, respectively, to highlight the change of sign on the diagonal. The compact operator K is
as before,
K[σ, α, β] = iλ n · S [m]− S ′[σ] + i n · ∇ × S [m]. (4.5)
except that we have to keep in mind that the operator has contributions from densities on both Γout
and Γin. The flux surface integrals in (4.4) can be written as circulation integrals on Γout and Γin by
invoking Stokes’ Theorem:
∫
St
B · da = 1
λ
∫
∂S1
B · dl,
∫
Sp
B · da = 1
λ
∫
∂S2
B · dl, (4.6)
where the line integrals are on the closed curves ∂S1 = Γ ∩ St and ∂S2 = Γ ∩ St. Both of these
flux integrals can be computed as the difference of circulation integrals, the former around what are
known as B-cycles and the latter around A-cycles, see Figure 2. We describe the actual numerical
calculation of these integrals in Section 5.
5 An axisymmetric integral equation solver
In this section we describe the numerical implementation of the integral equation solver we have
developed to calculate force-free Beltrami fields in toroidally axisymmetric geometries. A similar
version of this solver, optimized for full electromagnetic multi-mode calculations, appears in [26].
Related to this work are the very efficient scalar axisymmetric solvers for the Laplace and Helmholtz
equations presented in [60, 37, 36, 35]. In the following discussion, we assume that a point x ∈ R3
has cylindrical coordinates given by x = (x, y, z) = (r cos φ, r sin φ, z), where r represents the distance
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from the axis of revolution, and φ is the toroidal angle. The orthonormal unit vectors in Cartesian
coordinates will be denoted i, j, k, and the orthonormal unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates will be
denoted in bold-face as r, φ, z. The Cartesian and cylindrical bases are related through
r(φ) = cos φ i+ sin φ j, i = cos φ r(φ)− sin φφ(φ),
φ(φ) = − sin φ i+ cos φ j, j = sin φ r(φ) + cos φφ(φ),
z = k, k = z,
(5.1)
These relationships will be useful in the following sections. The following addition formulae will
also be useful:
r(φ− φ′) = cos φ′ r(φ)− sin φ′ φ(φ)
φ(φ− φ′) = sin φ′ r(φ) + cos φ′ φ(φ)
(5.2)
The dependence of r and φ on φ will be dropped when unnecessary.
We now revisit some earlier notation. LetΩ, as before, be a toroidally axisymmetric domain inR3
with boundary Γ. That is to say, rotation about the z-axis does not alterΩ. The boundary of the φ = 0
cross-section of Ω in the xz-plane (and the rz-plane in cylindrical coordinates) will be denoted by γ,
and will be referred to as the generating curve for Γ, see Figure 3b. Note that in the φ = 0 plane,
r = i, φ = j, z = k. (5.3)
In a minor abuse of notation, we will assume that the curve γ : [0, L] → R2 is parameterized by
functions r(s), z(s) of the arc length s:
γ(s) = (r(s), z(s)), (5.4)
and therefore |dγ/ds| = 1. Any point x ∈ Γ is given as
x(s, φ) = r(s) cos φ i+ r(s) sin φ j+ z(s)k. (5.5)
Furthermore, we will assume that γ is positively oriented such that the unit normal along Γ, given
by
n =
dz
ds
r− dr
ds
z, (5.6)
points into Ωc. Note that n = n(s, φ). Along the boundary Γ, it will be useful to work in a system of
local coordinates τ, φ, n, shown in Figure 3a. Relative to the coordinate system given by r, φ, z, the
unit vector τ along Γ is given by
τ =
dr
ds
r+
dz
ds
z. (5.7)
This local coordinate system satisfies the relation n = φ× τ.
We start the description of the numerical implementation by explaining how the surface integral
equation naturally separates into Fourier modes, as was already shown in a different context in [60],
and how the vector potential can be decomposed into Fourier modes.
10
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(a) Local surface coordinate system along Γout. (b) Generating curves for toroidal shells.
Figure 3: Geometry parameterization. The shell Γ is shaded in orange, and the generating curve is drawn in black in Figure 3b.
5.1 Separation into Fourier modes
For any integral equation on an axisymmetric surface Γ whose kernel g(x, x′) only depends on the
quantity φ − φ′, i.e. g(x, x′) = g(r, z, r′, z′, φ − φ′) one may Fourier transform the surface integral
equation on Γ into a series of decoupled integral equations along its generating curve γ. In what
follows, for clarity we will use the notation:
g(s, s′, φ− φ′) = g(r(s), z(s), r(s′), z(s′), φ− φ′). (5.8)
Since any point on Γ is given as x = (r(s), φ, z(s)), the solution σ to
σ(x) +
∫
Γ
g(x, x′) σ(x′) da(x′) = f (x) (5.9)
can be written as
σ(s, φ) =∑
`
σ`(s) ei`φ. (5.10)
The functions σ` are the solution to a series of uncoupled integral equations on γ:
σ`(s) + 2pi
∫
γ
g`(s, s′) σ`(s′) r(s′) ds′ = f`(s), (5.11)
with the kernels g` and right hand sides f` given by:
g`(s, s′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
g(s, s′, φ) e−i`φ dφ,
f`(s) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
f (s, φ) e−i`φ dφ.
(5.12)
It now remains to see how one writes the Fourier mode of the vector potential Q given by (3.2). This
requires computing the Fourier modes of a layer potential applied to a tangential vector-field, u. To
11
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this end, consider the following integral along Γ for the tangent vector field u:∫
Γ
g(x, x′) u(x′) da(x′), (5.13)
where u is given by:
u = uττ + uφφ (5.14)
Since Γ is a surface of revolution, the tangential vector field in (5.14) can be written in terms of its
Fourier series, component-wise:
u(s, φ) =∑
`
(
uτ` (s) τ + u
φ
` (s)φ
)
ei`φ, (5.15)
Plugging the Fourier expansion for u into the integral in (5.13) we have:∫
Γ
g(x, x′) u(x′) da(x′) =
∫
Γ
g(s, s′, φ− φ′)∑
`
(
uτ` (s
′) τ(s′, φ′) + uφ` (s
′)φ(φ′)
)
ei`φ
′
da(s′, φ′), (5.16)
where da(s′, φ′) = r(s′) ds′ dφ′. We now calculate the projection of this integral onto the `th Fourier
mode with respect to the unit vectors r(φ), φ(φ) at the target point x. The unit vectors r(φ′) and φ(φ′)
cannot be pulled outside of the integral. However, as a direct consequence of the addition formulas
in equation (5.2), we have that the dφ′ integral can be computed as:
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, φ− φ′) r(φ′) ei`φ′ dφ′ = ei`φ
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, θ) r(φ− θ) e−i`θ dθ
= ei`φ r(φ)
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, θ) cos θ e−i`θ dθ
− ei`φ φ(φ)
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, θ) sin θ e−i`θ dθ
= 2pi ei`φ
(
gcos` (·) r(φ)− gsin` (·)φ(φ)
)
(5.17)
where
gcos` (·) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, θ) cos θ e−i`θ dθ,
gsin` (·) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
g(·, θ) sin θ e−i`θ dθ,
(5.18)
and likewise ∫ pi
−pi
g(·, φ− φ′)φ(φ′) ei`φ′ dφ′ = 2pi ei`φ
(
gsin` (·) r(φ) + gcos` (·)φ(φ)
)
. (5.19)
We conclude that in our formulation, we do not only need to evaluate the kernel g`, but we also need
to compute gcos` and g
sin
` . We address these questions in Section 5.2.
Now, when solving for force-free Beltrami fields using (3.7) or (4.4), the Fourier decomposition
we use here can simplify dramatically. Indeed, we first note that for ` 6= 0, any smooth vector field
F in the interior of a torus or toroidal shell of the form F(r, z) ei`φ does not contribute to toroidal flux
nor poloidal flux. This can be shown via a straightforward circulation integral, or by the exactness of
functions of this form (Section 7.3 of [25]). In other words, only toroidally axisymmetric solutions B
make non-zero contributions to the flux integrals in (3.7) and (4.4). Second, we point out that the
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right hand side of integral equations (3.7) and (4.4) is zero except for the flux conditions. Unless the
Beltrami parameter λ is a resonant value for some non-zero Fourier mode, these two facts mean that
all solutions to these integral equations have no angular φ dependence. This means that we only
need to compute the solution σ0, which satisfies the integral equation:
1
2
σ0 +K0[σ0, ·] = 0,
+ suitable flux constraints,
(5.20)
with K0 given by
K0[σ0, α] = iλn · S0[m0]− S ′0[σ0] + in · ∇ × S0[m0]. (5.21)
The term S0[m0] can be computed using the addition formulas in (5.17) and (5.19).
In the case where λ is a resonance corresponding to an eigenfunction with non-trivial azimuthal
dependence (i.e. an azimuthal dependence of ei`φ with ` > 0), equations corresponding to higher
azimuthal modes may need to be solved [25]. The formulae for general ` given in (5.11)–(5.19) are
then required, as done in [26] in a different context.
5.2 Evaluation of kernels
From the previous section we conclude that in order to implement a numerical solver for our two-
dimensional integral equations, it is necessary that certain modal Green’s functions be computed [20,
35, 60], namely the kernels g`, gcos` , and g
sin
` . In particular, for purely axisymmetric solutions, ` = 0,
we need to compute g0, gcos0 , and g
sin
0 . The kernel appearing in Beltrami integral equations is:
g(x, x′) = e
iλ|x−x′ |
4pi|x− x′|
=
eiλR(θ)
4piR(θ)
,
(5.22)
where for fixed r, z, r′, z′, and θ = φ− φ′, the cylindrical distance R(θ) is given by
R(θ) =
√
r2 + r′2 − 2rr′ cos θ + (z− z′)2. (5.23)
We therefore now describe a method for computing:
g0(r, r′, z, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ)
4piR(θ)
dθ,
gcos0 (r, r
′, z, z′) = 1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ)
4piR(θ)
cos θ dθ,
gsin0 (r, r
′, z, z′) = 1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ)
4piR(θ)
sin θ dθ.
(5.24)
Obviously, the integrands in (5.24) are singular when R = 0, or rather when r = r′, z = z′, and θ = 0.
Direct integration via adaptive Gaussian quadrature, although computationally expensive, provides
nearly full machine-precision evaluation of g0, provided R is not too small and λ is not too large (the
Beltrami parameter λ affects the number of oscillations of the integrand [0, 2pi]). To accelerate the
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integration slightly, g0 can be rewritten as
g0(r, r′, z, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ) − 1
4piR(θ)
dθ +
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
1
4piR(θ)
dθ
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ) − 1
4piR(θ)
dθ +
1
4pi2
√
rr′
Q− 12 (X )
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ) − 1
4piR(θ)
dθ +
1
4pi2
√
rr′
√
2
1+X K
(√
2
1+X
)
,
(5.25)
where Q− 12 is the Legendre function of the second-kind of degree negative one-half, K is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind,
K(t) =
∫ pi
2
0
dθ√
1− t2 sin2 θ
, (5.26)
and the argument X is given by
X = r
2 + r′2 + (z− z′)2
2rr′ (5.27)
See [17] for a derivation of Fourier modes of the Laplace kernel in cylindrical coordinates. The elliptic
integral K can be evaluated to arbitrary precision via a combination of adaptive integration and
asymptotic series near θ = 1, or via Carlson’s Algorithm [30, 12]. For very small θ, the quantity
(eiλR(θ) − 1)/R(θ) can be computed to high accuracy via a Taylor expansion. More sophisticated
methods for the numerical evaluation of the function g`, for all `, are discussed in [38, 60, 26]. We
compute the necessary partial derivatives of g0 via analytical differentiation and direct adaptive
Gaussian quadrature, using the fact that [47]
K′(t) = E(t)− (1− t
2)K(t)
t(1− t2) , (5.28)
where E(t) denotes the complete elliptic integral:
E(t) =
∫ pi
2
0
√
1− t2 sin2 θ dθ,
E′(t) = E(t)− K(t)
t
.
(5.29)
With regard to the kernels gcos0 and g
sin
0 , we first observe that:
gcos` =
1
2
(g`+1 + g`−1) , gcos` =
1
2i
(g`+1 − g`−1) . (5.30)
Therefore, we merely need to compute g1 and g−1 in order to compute gcos0 and g
sin
0 . Furthermore,
since the kernel g in (5.22) is an even function, g1 = g−1. The kernel g1 can be computed similarly to
g0 as above:
g1(r, r′, z, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ) − 1
4piR(θ)
eiθ dθ +
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiθ
4piR(θ)
dθ
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eiλR(θ) − 1
4piR(θ)
eiθ dθ +
1
4pi2
√
rr′
Q 1
2
(X ),
(5.31)
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where Q 1
2
is given by:
Q 1
2
(X ) = 1
4pi2
√
rr′
(
X
√
2
1+X K
(√
2
1+X
)
−
√
2(1+X ) E
(√
2
1+X
))
. (5.32)
Gradients of Q 1
2
, and subsequently g1, can be calculated analytically using the above formulas as
well.
5.3 Discretization of integral operators
Several geometries relevant to magnetic confinement in toroidal devices are smooth, analytically pa-
rameterized, and can be described using a modest number of equispaced discretization points [14,
40]. We therefore apply the Nyström scheme and choose to discretize the integral equations (5.20)
at equispaced points in the arc length parameter s. Other parameterization variables t can be used,
and the subsequent quadrature formula adjusted by a factor ds/dt. We use 16th-order Hybrid Gauss-
trapezoidal quadrature rules [1] to evaluate the singular integrals. See [33] for a nice review of Nys-
tröm discretization options.
After applying an n-point Nyström discretization to (5.20), we are left with a linear system:
1
2
σ
j
0 +
(
n
∑
k=1
wij G(sj, sk) σk0
)
+ α uj = 0, for j = 1, . . . , n, (5.33)
where G is a linear combination of g0 and g1, σ
j
0 ≈ σ(sj), sj = (j− 1)L/n, and uj is computed from the
contribution of the harmonic vector field mH to the potential. The flux constraint can be calculated
as: ∫
St
B · da = 1
λ
∫
γ
B · dτ
=
1
λ
∫ L
o
(iλτ · S0[m0] + iτ · ∇ × S0[m0]) ds
(5.34)
This integral can be discretized using the same Nyström scheme as in (5.33).
The above formula corresponds to the genus-one case; the genus-two case follows exactly, with
the poloidal flux being calculated as:
∫
Sp
B · da = 1
λ
∫
∂Sp
B · dl
=
1
λ
(∫ 2pi
0
Bφ0 (sout, φ) dφ−
∫ 2pi
0
Bφ0 (sin, φ) dφ
)
=
2pi
λ
(
Bφ0 (sout)− Bφ0 (sin)
)
,
(5.35)
where Bφ0 denotes the φ-component of the purely axisymmetric mode of the field B. The integrals
reduce to constants since B0 is invariant as a function of φ, and sout and sin denote values along γ
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which form ∂Sp. The resulting discretized block-system is given as:A u1 u2vT1 c11 c12
vT2 c21 c22

σα
β
 =
 0Φtor
Φpol
 . (5.36)
5.4 Axisymmetric surface differential operators
In order to numerically apply the operator K, the surface gradient∇Γ and the inverse surface Lapla-
cian ∆−1Γ need to be applied. Given an equispaced, periodic discretization in arc length of the gen-
erating curve γ, and a similar sampling of the function σ0, these operators can be applied spectrally
using Fourier methods in the arc length parameter s. See [46, 28] for a general discussion of these
operators on arbitrary surfaces in three dimensions.
Recalling the discussion of the axisymmetric integral equation and discretization in the previous
sections, we only need to derive expressions for the surface differential operators when applied to
functions which have no angular dependence. Let f = f (s) be a scalar function defined on Γ. Then,
relative to the local coordinate system τ, φ, n, we have the following three expressions for the surface
differentials:
∇Γ f = d fds τ,
∆Γ f =
d2 f
ds2
+
1
r
dr
ds
d f
ds
.
(5.37)
If the generating curve were not parameterized in arc length, but instead in some other variable t,
the previous formulae would include terms involving ds/dt and d2s/dt2.
Fourier differentiation can easily be used to numerically compute the derivatives d/ds. Due to
the periodicity of γ, f can be written as
f (s) =∑
m
fm e2piims/L. (5.38)
where L is the length of γ. Let f be the discretization of the function f at equispaced points on γ
given by s1, . . . , sn. The approximation f ′ ≈ d f /ds can then be computed as f ′ = Df , where D is
a Fourier spectral differentiation matrix [57]. Linear combinations, compositions, and row-scalings
of D can then be taken to implement each of the above surface differentials. Let G be the matrix
approximating ∇Γ and L be the matrix approximating ∆Γ.
While L can be directly constructed using D, its inverse L−1 requires some more care. In fact, L−1
does not exist since L is rank-one deficient (i.e. ∆Γc = 0, where c is a constant). However, the surface
Laplacian is uniquely invertible when restricted as a map from mean-zero functions to mean-zero
functions [23]. As shown in [53], we can use this fact to instead solve the integro-differential equation(
d2
ds2
+
1
r
dr
ds
d
ds
+
∫
Γ
)
ρ = f . (5.39)
This equation is invertible, and the solution ρ has the properties that ∆Γρ = f and
∫
Γ ρ = 0.
Analogously, we find L−1 restricted to mean-zero functions by inverting the matrix
L0 = L+ 1w
T , (5.40)
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with w a vector of quadrature weights such that wTu ≈ ∫γ u, and 1 is a vector of all ones. As shown
in [53], L−10 exists since 1 is in the null-space of L
T (i.e. the null-space of the surface Laplacian is
constant functions).
5.5 Surface harmonic vector fields
In the representation given in (3.4), it was assumed that the harmonic vector field mH was known a
priori, as it was only the coefficient α that was unknown. Fortunately, along surfaces of revolution,
one can explicitly construct such harmonic vector fields [58, 24]. A basis for the two-dimensional
surface harmonic vector fields along Γ, denoted by mH1 and mH2 , is
mH1 =
1
r
τ, mH2 = −
1
r
φ, (5.41)
where we have used the relationship mH2 = n × mH1 . Note that the basis of harmonic vector
fields on a genus-one surface is two-dimensional. For the purposes of constructing Beltrami fields
in genus-one toroidal volumes, we must find a single surface harmonic vector field which satisfies
n×mH = imH , see relation (3.5). It is easy to check that the field mH = mH1 − imH2 satisfies this
criterion.
In the genus-two case it is necessary to construct harmonic vector fields along Γout and Γin such
that
n×moutH = imoutH ,
n×minH = −iminH ,
(5.42)
as described in Section 4. In this case, it is the fields mH = mH1 ∓ imH2 , respectively, that satisfy these
conditions. The above conditions are analogous to those in (3.5), where the ±-sign comes from the
definition of the normal vector n.
5.6 A direct solver
Due to the efficiency of having decomposed the surface integral equation via Fourier methods into
an integral equation along a one-dimensional curve in the rz-plane, relatively high-order accurate
solutions can be obtained using a modest number of unknowns. The resulting linear systems can
be solved directly using dense linear algebra in a few seconds. All of the code for the following
examples has been implemented in Fortran 90, and all linear systems were solved densely using the
Intel MKL implementation of Lapack [4] LU-factorization routines. The computational cost of the
solve is O(N3), where N is the number of discretization nodes along the generating curve (N is at
most a few hundred in our examples). Timings are not reported, as the size of these linear systems
is extremely small (but yet are able to achieve very high accuracy). Specialized Fortran subroutines
have been written for every aspect of the code, including the modal Green’s function evaluation and
special function evaluation. No third-party software package were used, except Lapack. For more
complicated geometries, or for very large values of the Beltrami parameter λ, fast direct solvers in
two-dimensions [60] or non-translation invariant FMM-type methods would need to be used.
In the genus-one case, denoting by S0 and K0 the axisymmetric modal operators of the layer
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potential operators S and K from (3.7), the system matrix can be directly constructed as[
1
2I +K0∫
∂St
B · dl
]
(σ, α) ≈
[
1
2 I+ S
′ + iλNSM+ iNS×M u
wT(iλNSM+ iNS×M) c
] [
σ
α
]
=
[
0
Φt
]
(5.43)
where
S ≈ S0, N ≈ n·,
S′ ≈ S ′∗0 , M = iλ
(
GL−10 − iN×GL−10
)
,
S× ≈ ∇× S0, N× ≈ n×,
(5.44)
and where c is the contribution to the toroidal flux due to mH . Similarly, we can construct the cor-
responding system matrix for the genus-two case using the same set of matrices as above, with the
additional poloidal flux constraint.
Detailed comparisons between the performance of our new solver and existing solvers, such as
the Beltrami solver in the code SPEC [40], would be valuable and are planned for the near future.
At this stage, we can mention two desirable features of our solver which are independent of the
details of the actual implementation of the numerical scheme, and follow directly from the particular
integral formulation in which only the boundary of the domain needs to be discretized. First, we
are not faced with artificially-induced issues associated with the potential existence of a coordinate
singularity which naturally occur when discretizing the volume of genus-one domains [41]. Second,
the number of unknowns in our solver is much smaller, which leads to significant savings in memory
usage. As an illustration, using a standard of Ns = 16 Chebyshev nodes to discretize the volume in
the radial direction, the number of unknowns in our scheme is 16 times smaller than it is in a volume-
based solver. These savings in memory usage are even more dramatic in situations in which a global
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium is computed by subdividing the domain into a large
number of genus-one and genus-two toroidal regions which are each in a Taylor state [40]. In such
situations, our solver would solve for Ns × NV fewer unknowns than a volume based solver would,
where NV is the number of toroidal Taylor state regions used to describe the MHD equilibrium. A
standard resolved calculation may use Ns = 16 and NV = 10 [40], so that our scheme would have
160 times fewer unknowns.
On the other hand, it is harder to predict the advantages of our scheme regarding run times.
This can be explained as follows. In certain formulations (e.g. volume finite-difference or finite-
element schemes), the matrices for the linear system which results from discretizing ∇× B = λB
are sparse [40], and inverting the resulting system is not significantly slower than inverting our
smaller, dense system (5.43). In volume based solvers, B is solved for at every grid point in the
volume, whereas in our formulation, the field still needs to be evaluated at the desired points in the
volume using numerical quadratures for evaluating the expressions in (3.2). This suggests that, as
far as asymptotic run-times are concerned, our approach is most promising in situations in which
the magnetic field only needs to be known on the boundary of the domain [40]. In any case, this
discussion motivates detailed code performance comparisons with SPEC, which we are planning to
do in the near future.
Before closing this section, we observe that the numerical method to compute Taylor states we
present in this article is not restricted to domains with a smooth boundary. The generalized Debye
representation used in our solver is also applicable to regions with corners [16], and therefore our
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scheme is also expected to be effective for situations in which the boundary has one or several cor-
ners. These types of geometries correspond to the existence of one or several magnetic X-points [14].
There are, however, slight technical changes that would need to be made. The first complication is
that for domains with a corner, the discretization of the integral operators would have to be done
using a panel-based discretization scheme, as used by Bremer in [10, 9] instead of our hybrid Gauss-
trapezoidal rule. Likewise, Fourier based differentiation would have to be replaced with panel based
spectral differentiation. While these schemes are available, we have not yet implemented them, and
are therefore not able to report on the effectiveness of our scheme for these situations.
6 Examples
In this section we consider the following three numerical examples, which we use to evaluate the
accuracy of our solver:
1. A shaped, low aspect ratio Taylor state as may be observed in spheromak experiments [29],
2. A Taylor state in a toroidal shell taken from a sub-region of the equilibrium in the previous
example, and
3. A sequence of non-axisymmetric Taylor states in a shaped, axisymmetric, moderate aspect ratio
domain Ω.
6.1 Example 1: Axisymmetric Taylor state of a shaped plasma with very low aspect ratio
In a recent article [14], we described a general method to compute exact analytic Taylor states in
shaped, axisymmetric plasmas. The method of that work is used in this section to evaluate the point-
wise numerical error obtained by our solver. We start with a quick review of the construction of the
analytic Taylor state before presenting our numerical results. The construction relies on writing the
magnetic Beltrami field in Ω that satisfies ∇× B = λB as
B = λ
ψ
r
φ+
1
r
∇ψ×φ, (6.1)
where ψ is the poloidal flux function. This function ψ satisfies the Grad-Shafranov equation
r
∂
∂r
(
1
r
∂ψ
∂r
)
+
∂2ψ
∂z2
= −λ2ψ in Ω,
ψ = 0 on Γ.
(6.2)
The boundary Γ is undetermined for the moment. Consider a general solution to (6.2) given by
ψ(r, z) = ψ0 +
5
∑
i=1
ci ψi (6.3)
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(a) The radial component, Br . (b) The azimuthal component, Bφ. (c) The z component, Bz.
Figure 4: The Beltrami field B in the φ = 0 plane.
with ci constants, and where the functions ψi are defined by
ψ0(r, z) = rJ1(λr),
ψ1(r, z) = rY1(λr),
ψ2(r, z) = rJ1
(√
λ2 − c26r
)
cos(c6z),
ψ3(r, z) = rY1
(√
λ2 − c26r
)
cos(c6z),
ψ4(r, z) = cos
(
λ
√
r2 + z2
)
,
ψ5(r, z) = cos (λz) .
with J and Y the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, respectively. Treating λ and c1, . . . , c6
as unknowns, we solve for these values by imposing seven boundary conditions on ψ chosen such
that the boundary of the plasma, given by the implicit equation ψ = 0, best approximates the para-
metric curve
r(t) = 1+ e cos (t + α sin t)
z(t) = eκ sin t,
(6.4)
with t ∈ [0, 2pi). This curve describes a wide class of experimentally relevant axisymmetric plasma
boundaries [45], where e is the inverse aspect ratio, κ is the elongation, and sin α = δ is the triangu-
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larity. The boundary conditions enforced on ψ are [13]
ψ(1+ e, 0, c) = 0,
ψ(1− e, 0, c) = 0,
ψ(1− δe,−κe, c) = 0,
ψr(1− δe,−κe, c) = 0,
ψzz(1+ e, 0, c) + N1ψr(1+ e, 0, c) = 0,
ψzz(1− e, 0, c) + N2ψr(1− e, 0, c) = 0,
ψrr(1− δe,−κe, c) + N3ψz(1− δe,−κe, c) = 0,
(6.5)
where the subscripts refer to partial derivatives with respect to the specified variable, the vector of
parameters is c = (c1, · · · , c6,λ), and N1, N2 and N3 are the curvatures at the outer equatorial point,
the inner equatorial point, and the top point, respectively, given by the formulae
N1 = − (1+ α)
2
eκ2
, N2 =
(1− α)2
eκ2
, N3 =
κ
e cos2 α
. (6.6)
Equation (6.5) is a non-linear system of 7 equations for 7 unknowns. Given reasonable initial condi-
tions, it can be solved without difficulty using standard non-linear root finding packages. We achieve
near machine precision residual using Matlab’s fsolve function. Once c has been determined, the
Taylor state is completely defined. Using the fact that∇× B = λB, and relation (6.1), we can numer-
ically evaluate the toroidal flux as
Φtor =
∫
St
B · da
=
1
λ
∫
γ
B · dl
=
1
λ
∫
γ
1
r
(∇ψ×φ) · dl.
(6.7)
Table 1: Convergence data for Example 1: A genus one Taylor state. Relative errors are reported in
the field B at the point r = 1.2, φ = 0, z = 0.25. The reference field Bexact is calculated using ψ
from (6.1).
n Re Br Re Bφ Re Bz |B− Bexact|/|Bexact|
25 0.443052524078644 3.10056763474524 -3.784408049008867E-002 2.7 · 10−3
50 0.442014263551259 3.09845144534915 -4.109405171821609E-002 2.5 · 10−5
100 0.442018001760211 3.09850436011175 -4.104126312770094E-002 3.9 · 10−8
200 0.442017994270342 3.09850428092008 -4.104130814605825E-002 1.2 · 10−8
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This integral can be computed to spectral accuracy using the trapezoidal rule. The integral equation-
based Beltrami solver of this paper can be tested against this exact Taylor state by solving the problem
∇× B = λB in Ω,
B · n = 0 on Γ,∫
St
B · da = Φtor.
(6.8)
To highlight the robustness and accuracy of our solver, we choose equilibrium parameters that are
particularly challenging from a numerical point of view: very low aspect ratio, e = 0.95, moderate
triangularity, δ = 0.3, and high elongation, κ = 2. See Figure 4 for a plot of the real part of B,
and Table 1 for convergence data. We report the relative `2-error at the arbitrary point (r, φ, z) =
(1.2, 0, 0.25) for various values of n, the number of points used in discretizing the geometry. Observe
that in our method, the interior of Ω is not discretized, and we are free to evaluate the field at any
point of the domain. We chose (1.2, 0, 0.25) because the error at this point is representative of the
error at any other point inside Ω. The solver converges rapidly to a precision of roughly 10−8. This
precision is most likely due to a combination of the accuracy to which we evaluated the modal-
Green’s functions – set to be an absolute precision of 10−12 inside the adaptive Gaussian quadrature
routine – and the conditioning of the system matrix – κ(A) ∼ 104 incurred by spectral differentiation.
Increased precision could be obtained by more accurate evaluation of the modal Green’s functions,
and constructing the approximation to ∆−1Γ using an integral method instead of inverting a spectral
differentiation matrix. These minor numerical improvements are discussed more thoroughly in [26].
6.2 Example 2: Axisymmetric Taylor state within a toroidal shell with very low aspect ratio
The previous equilibrium can also be used to verify the accuracy and performance of our solver for
Taylor states in toroidal shells. The flux surface ψ = 0.5 can be taken as the inside surface, Γin, and
the surface ψ = 0 can be taken as the outside surface, Γout. The toroidal shell is then bounded by Γin
and Γout. Let St be the spanning surface obtained from the intersection of Ω with the plane φ = 0. In
this case, the toroidal flux is given as
Φtor =
1
λ
(∫
γout
1
r
(∇ψ×φ) · dl −
∫
γin
1
r
(∇ψ×φ) · dl
)
, (6.9)
where γout and γin are the generating curves for Γout and Γin, respectively. Furthermore, by definition
of the flux function ψ [14], the poloidal flux is given by the simple formula:
Φpol = 2pi (ψ(rout, 0)− ψ(rin, 0))
= 2pi (0− 0.5)
= −pi
(6.10)
The values rout and rin are the radial coordinates corresponding to ψ = 0 and ψ = 0.5 for z = 0,
respectively. With these conditions, the magnetic field B is given by (6.1), with ψ given by (6.3), and
the constants c1, . . . , c6, and λ determined by solving the system (6.5).
See Figure 5 for a plot of the real part of B in the toroidal shell, and Table 2 for convergence
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(a) The radial component, Br . (b) The azimuthal component, Bφ. (c) The z component, Bz.
Figure 5: The Beltrami field B in the φ = 0 plane bounded by the surfaces ψ = 0.5 and ψ = 0.
data. It is worth noting that the field B in the genus two shell is exactly the same B as in the genus
one torus. The additional boundary was merely calculated from the flux function ψ. However, the
integral equation solver has no knowledge of this, and is able to reproduce exactly the same field. As
before, we report the relative `2-error at the point (r, φ, z) = (1.2, 0, 0.25) for various values of n, the
number of points used in discretizing the geometry. We observe once more that our solver converges
to a very accurate solution with few points on the boundary.
6.3 Example 3: Non-axisymmetric Taylor state
Solutions to the boundary value problem (1.3) are not always purely axisymmetric. Only purely ax-
isymmetric solutions contribute to the toroidal and poloidal fluxes, but non-trivial, zero-flux Beltrami
fields also exist [55]. We focus here on the genus-1 toroidal case for simplicity, as the genus-2 case is
identical. Let λ be an eigenvalue for the boundary value problem corresponding to the lth-Fourier
mode solution. That is to say, let λ be such that there exists a non-trivial solution to the problem:
∇× B` = λB` in Ω,
B` · n = 0 on Γ,
(6.11)
where B` = B`(r, z) ei`φ.
Using the method of [61, 8], roots of the Fredholm determinant of the Beltrami integral equa-
Table 2: Convergence data for Example 2: A genus two Taylor state. Relative errors are reported in
the field B at the point r = 0.5, φ = 0, z = −1.5. The reference field Bexact is calculated using ψ
from (6.1).
n Re Br Re Bφ Re Bz |B− Bexact|/|Bexact|
25 -0.7790590773628590 0.5058371725845370 0.9957374643442100 1.3 · 10−2
50 -0.7758504363890280 0.5043487336557070 0.9869834030024680 7.3 · 10−4
100 -0.7754614741802320 0.5046765566326400 0.9867586238268730 3.0 · 10−6
200 -0.7754611961412940 0.5046760189196530 0.9867575110491060 8.6 · 10−7
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tion (3.7) can be found as a function of the Beltrami parameter λ. These roots correspond exactly to
eigenvalues of the Beltrami boundary-value problem. The eigenvalues for the ` = 1 mode located
on the interval [1.0, 8.0] are reported in Table 3, along with absolute errors estimated as in [61]. These
values were obtained from discretizing the ` = 1 Fourier mode, in a way analogous to the azimuthal
mode ` = 0 as described in Section 5, using n = 100 points on the boundary of the shape given by
the following parameterization
r(t) = 2+ e cos (t + α sin t)
z(t) = eκ sin t,
(6.12)
for t ∈ [0, 2pi) with e = 0.85, sin α = 0.3, and κ = 2.0. The errors reported in Table 3 are generally
commensurate with the smallest singular value of the discretized system.
Empirically, as shown via a numerical calculation of the singular values of the discretized matrix,
the eigenspace corresponding to each of the eigenvalues in Table 3 is one-dimensional. The eigenvec-
tor (i.e. the corresponding generalized Debye source) can be computed by using the method of [53].
That is, we take a random vector r and apply the discretized system matrix A to it to compute y = Ar.
Next, using standard Gaussian elimination, we solve the system
(
A+ r1r
T
2
)
x = y, with r1 and r2 ran-
dom vectors. The matrix A+ r1rT2 is uniquely invertible with probability one if A is exactly rank-one
deficient, as in our case. Since y is in the range of A, we have that Ax = y, and therefore z = x− r is a
null-vector of A. We then normalize z, which represents a discretization of σ, the generalized Debye
source, so that
∫
γ |σ|2ds = 1. Components of the zero-flux Beltrami fields for the first five λ’s greater
than give are show in Figure 6.
Table 3: Beltrami eigenvalues for the ` = 1 Fourier mode on the interval [1, 8].
λ Error
2.81618429764383 2.3 · 10−7
3.22821787079846 3.3 · 10−7
4.01342328856135 5.8 · 10−9
4.45732687692555 1.0 · 10−8
4.75909602398894 1.3 · 10−8
4.80160935115718 8.9 · 10−9
5.52819229381708 1.0 · 10−10
5.56546068190407 5.8 · 10−10
6.13551340937516 6.4 · 10−12
6.34490415618171 1.4 · 10−11
6.55792492108800 8.2 · 10−12
6.63664744243683 1.1 · 10−11
7.07387937977634 4.8 · 10−12
7.14679867372582 5.0 · 10−12
7.44941373173176 1.0 · 10−11
7.81008353287565 6.6 · 10−12
7.88508920256358 2.9 · 10−11
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Figure 6: Slices of non-axisymmetric, zero-flux Beltrami fields in the φ = 0 plane corresponding to the first five resonances
larger than 5 with azimuthal dependence of eiφ. The modal Debye sources were normalized to have unit norm along the
generating curve,
∫
γ |σ1|2ds = 1.
7 Conclusions
We have presented a numerical algorithm for the calculation of Beltrami (force-free) fields in the
interior of toroidally axisymmetric geometries, both genus one and two, and given explicit numerical
examples demonstrating the accuracy of the solver. The representation of Beltrami fields is based on
earlier work regarding the representation of Maxwell fields in the context of scattering phenomena.
It ensures that (by construction) the resulting field is a Beltrami field, and leads directly to a second-
kind integral equation which can be numerically inverted to high precision. Moreover, the solver has
low memory requirements since the unknowns in the integral equation are defined on the boundary
of the domain; the interior of the domain does not need to be discretized. The solver can be used to
study toroidally axisymmetric Taylor states in laboratory, space, and astrophysical plasmas, as well
as bifurcations to the fully three-dimensional, non-axisymmetric states corresponding to resonances
of the Beltrami parameter λ.
Our formulation extends directly to non-axisymmetric domains, as required for stellarator equi-
librium calculations for example [40]. In that context, the results presented here are promising, since
high accuracy is reached with a modest number of unknowns, even for low aspect ratio, highly
elongated domains. This, along with the low memory requirements, are desirable features for com-
putations of three-dimensional MHD equilibria which rely on the iterative calculation of multiple
Taylor states in genus-one and genus-two regions [40]. The fact that the interior of the domain is
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not discretized in our scheme and that none of the quantities need to be evaluated in the interior is
particularly attractive for that application, since the force balance conditions between adjacent Taylor
states only need to be evaluated at the ideal MHD interfaces at each iteration. The entire iterative
procedure could thus be implemented by discretizing the ideal MHD surfaces only, and the mag-
netic field would only be evaluated in the entire domain at the very end, once global force balance
has been reached. This would lead to significant savings in run-time and in memory, and motivates
detailed code-to-code comparisons with the scheme used in SPEC [40] to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach. However, for our numerical solver to be applicable to general three
dimensional toroidal domains, details in the numerical implementation need to be modified. Specif-
ically, we are currently working on addressing questions regarding the discretization of the domain,
the evaluation of differential surface operators, and the computation of numerical quadratures.
Furthermore, regarding code-to-code comparisons, one thing seems clear at this stage: the scheme
of this work is the only one in which only the boundary is discretized. This leads to a major reduc-
tion in the number of unknowns as compared to other existing schemes, as we have highlighted on
several occasions throughout the paper.
Lastly, with minor changes the representation and algorithm described are applicable in exterior,
unbounded geometries (both simply- and multiply-connected). We have, however, left this discus-
sion out of this article because of the present focus on plasma physics applications.
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